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Faculty of Economics and Logistics at WSEI offers a fully comprehensive academic programme 
leading to a Master of Science in Economics. Students of undergraduate programmes can specialise 
in one of the following areas: Occupational Safety, Business Economics, Professional Accounting, 
Computers in Economic, Real Estate Services, International Commerce. 
 
Students of postgraduate programmes can choose one from the speciality areas: Business 
Economics, Finance & Accountancy, Real Estate Market Management, Economics of Transport & 
Logistics. 
 
The teaching programme meets all requirements of programme minimum for "economics" studies 
determined by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education. It entitles to continue education at all 
national universities at the Faculty of Economics and Logistics. 
 
Our graduates, leaving the University, have a deep understanding of economic issues based on 
knowledge of economics, are equipped with economic insights to analyse business-related problems, 
have skills and knowledge to conduct the empirical analysis, which can help firms to make decisions 
and to be able to effectively communicate economic analysis to people in academia and in private 
sector. 
 
Graduates of “economics” programme have an extensive and modern economic and legal expertise 
enabling them to understand economic processes in the times of dynamic technological and social 
changes. Their expertise allows them to apply the methods and tools needed to prepare projects and 
economic enterprises, especially related to financial investments of external resources, as well as to 
manage these projects. 
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Second cycle studies (Supplementary Master), Specialties: 
Business Economics 
Economic Analysis and Accounting 
Real Estate Management 
First cycle studies (Bachelor’s degree), Specialties: 
Business Economics 
Economic Analysis and Accounting 
Occupational Health and Safety 
E-business 

 

ERASMUS + 
http://www.wsei.lublin.pl/en/study-offer/erasmus/general-information 
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LUBLIN, Poland 
 

 
 

Lublin is the biggest city located on the east of Poland, 161 km on south from capital city Warsaw and 

269 km on north from beautiful Krakow. This place is full of historical places and magical legends. 

Adorable old town with little antique streets and buildings full of nice restaurants, pubs, museums 

and galleries with old castle is the main point of this city. In this city history and modernity goes hand 

in hand. 

Lublin is one of this cities called “perfect for students.” Each year lives here about 100 thousands 

students which is about 25% of city population. For this reason the city is very well prepared for its 

citizens. You can choose in plenty of pubs bars and discos full of yang people. Central point of 

students live is Maria Curie Sklodowska University campus. Young people study, live and have fun in 

the same place.  

One of important aspect for students in Lublin is that the prices here are very cheap. Renting a single 

room in students flat in the center is around 400 zlotys (90 euro), bus card for month is 42 zlotys (10 

euro), entrance to disco 10 zlotys (2,5 euro), gym card about 90 zlotys (20 euro) If you want to travel 

all over the Europe during your Erasmus now it is easier than ever. Since December 2012 Lublin has 

own airport witch cheap airlines like Wizzair and Ryanair. 

Spirit of Lublin is waiting for you. It’s spirit of old history and a good relationshipe with students. 

Magic of this place has encouraged alredy a lot of students. They met a place where developing city 

doesn't forget about its old parts. Trying to keep it in its famous and glory. 


